PhD Students Welcome Day

OCT 13, 2017

Module 3, Social building, 2pm

2:00pm Introduction
Monica Sala (ED Director)
Presentation of the Doct-Office
Oumaïma Ibrahim-Granet (Head)

2:15pm ACADEMIC COMMITMENT
• Presentation of the Tutoring office
  Olivier Cassar and Karin Eiglmeier
• Doctoral School modules and Pasteur Courses
  Monica Sala
• Bioinformatics trainings
  Stéphane Descorps Declere
• Creating your own company and Summer school
  Simon Legendre
• Professional networking, trainings and Alumni
  Mariana Mesel

3:30pm PhD success story
Guillaume Duménil

4:00pm Coffee break

4:20pm SOCIAL COMMITMENT
• Housing, ASIP, Thierry Lang
• StaPa, Carolina Mizuno
• La Pasteurale, Camille Baussay
• CE, Virginie Ponticelli

5:00pm Welcome Day Party

6:30pm Student gathering and walk to the statue of Louis Pasteur

DOCT-OFFICE / EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
doct-office@pasteur.fr